Established in 1993, the manufacture of injection moulded plastic products became the main object of Luna-2003 LTD in 1997. The services from the company include production of plastic products. Our range of moulding presses includes ENGEL-VICTORY, ARBURG GOLDEN EDITION, BOY. The machines are equipped with thermostats up to 90°C and up to 180°C (water), dryers, conveying devices and external control of hot-channel systems: 4 and 6 channels. The peripherals are from GWK. Furthermore, the machine fleet covers the range from 15 to 175 tons, and weight of material from 0.002kg up to 0.200kg. With the available machines the company manufactures a diverse product range that includes over two hundred different plastic parts for a wide range of activities.

Since 2003, the company specializes in injection molding of high-tech products from specialized plastics. The range of materials with which the company works include: PPA, PPE, PPS, PA12, PA66, PA6.6, POM, PP, ABS, EPDM, TPE, EPDM TPV, PC.

Material details of:
- PPA GRIVORY glass - fibre reinforced engineering thermoplastic material
- PPE NORYL glass - fibre reinforced engineering thermoplastic material
- POM HOSTAFORM; ULTRAFORM
- PP-POLYPROPYLEN MIDILENA
- EPDM - TPE, EPDM TPV

Material details of ABS NOVODUR, STAREX MP

Since 2003, the company specializes in injection molding of high-tech products from specialized plastics. The range of materials with which the company works include: PPA, PPE, PPS, PA12, PA66, PA6.6, POM, PP, ABS, EPDM, TPE, EPDM TPV, PC.
Luna-2003 LTD guarantees high quality of manufactured products, with its focus on technical and dimensional parameters of surfaces.
Nothing is more important to us than our clients.
We offer the best possible quality.
We look for opportunities that will lead us to success.
The best base for cooperation: TRUST
Send us Your blueprints or samples and we will send You an offer.

5400 Севлиево
ул. Опълченска 54
tел./факс: 0675/80812
GSM: +359 888 266783
office@luna-2003.com
https://luna2003bg.com

You are at the right place!